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Geneva Call in the Press

Landmine ban misses rebels, militants

Source: Reuters, C. Bryson Hull - 2 December 2004

Nairobi, Dec 2 (Reuters) - One of the biggest obstacles to eradicating landmines involves armed groups active in 21
countries but beyond the legal reach of a 1997 international anti-personnel mine ban, mine experts said on Thursday.

But the dynamics of the post-Sept. 11 world have made the job more difficult, anti-mine campaigners say.

While rebel groups may want to be seen as cooperating to avoid a terrorist label, governments are less willing to allow
campaigners access to groups whose agreement to stop using mines might be seen as giving them legitimacy.

"You have more and more intra-state conflicts and we know more non-state actors are using mines than government
forces," said Elisabeth Reusse-Decrey, president and founder of the Geneva Call, a Swiss anti-mine group that has
persuaded 26 armed groups to agree a mine ban that mirrors the 1997 treaty.

"The most important thing is be sure the governments can understand that in engaging non-state actors, we don't give
legitimacy or recognition, and we don't change their status," Reusse-Decrey said.

Roughly three-quarters of the world's nations are party to the 1997 mine ban, but it does not bind about 200 organized
armed groups, most of them rebels or separatist groups battling their own governments.

Thirty armed groups have used factory-made landmines and 40 used homemade mines or improvised explosives in 21
countries in 2003, said Anki Sjoberg, a Geneva Call researcher.

By contrast, only eight governments used mines in roughly the same period, according to the ICBL.

Colombia is typical of the problem - though the government is a party to the treaty, the rebels continue to lay mines
aggressively, according to the International Campaign to Ban Landmines (ICBL). In Myanmar and Russia, both rebels and
the governments are using them, the group said.

Anti-mine organizations are essentially the only ones that can approach the groups - Geneva Call has persuaded the
Sudan People's Liberation Movement, several Somali groups, two from Myanmar, and others from the Philippines to stop
using mines.

But Washington's "war on terror" has had an unusual effect on the diplomatic balancing act anti-mine workers must carry
out.

Reusse-Descrey said governments are less receptive than before, worried about looking soft in U.S. eyes, while the armed
groups are more keen to be seen as involved in humanitarian efforts.

"We have received more interest from the armed groups. They don't want to be considered terrorists," Reusse-Decrey said.

Others favour the approach of including landmine provisions in formal ceasefires between governments and rebels.

"If it's included in a ceasefire agreement, then there is a bigger buy-in for both parties, since the peace is riding on it," said
Yeshua Moser-Puangsuwan, a landmine activist who monitors Southeast Asia.
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